This is a love story that is narrated as if it takes place spanning a day from morning till nightfall. Yet the actual story is spread out over months. The narrative gives the reader glimpses into the lives of the characters, starting with a scene in the morning and ending with nightfall.
The main characters, Laura and Ben, meet after a long time apart in a chance meeting at the hospital where Ben works. He is a genitourinary medicine (GUM) doctor while Laura has returned home to care for her ailing mother, Professor Jellico, an erstwhile expert virologist. Ben's brother, Bobby, is a young gay man with Down's syndrome. Ben's wife, Chloe, hovers on the fringe of the story yet seems to affect Ben, Bobby and Laura in different ways.
The story flows well and is an easy, light read. The passage of time from morning to nightfall wasn't obvious to me till I read the interview with the author at the end of the book, which is very interesting indeed. The story covers important themes relating to sexual and reproductive health care. Some of the more important are the attitudes to sex and sexuality in people with learning disabilities and their right to sexual expression. At the other end of the spectrum the book looks at the ageing Professor Jellico and the impact of the physical effects of ageing on her quality of life -this in turn affects Laura who cares for her -thus illustrating children who care for their parents and how it can affect their lives, privacy, sexuality and relationships. Seemingly they are free to do as they please but cannot because of the position they find themselves in.
I found the book easy to read with simple themes and a believable story line. The author gave Ben the profession of a GUM doctor but I felt disappointed that this aspect of his role did not receive the weighting it could have. Perhaps the themes of homosexuality, HIV and GUM are intertwined in the story for the purpose of setting the platform for Ben's and Bobby's characters. In all, an enjoyable read! Reviewed by Neelima Deshpande, MRCOG 
